Ad Hoc Committee to Elaborate a Comprehensive International Convention on Countering the Use of Information and Communications Technologies for Criminal Purposes

Tentative timetable of the Third Intersessional Consultation, as mandated by operative paragraph 10 of General Assembly resolution 75/282

Time: 3-4 November 2022, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., 3 p.m. to 6 p.m., Vienna local time.

Venue and meeting format: In-person (Board Room D, Vienna International Centre) and online (Microsoft Teams).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Thursday, 3 November 2022</th>
<th>Friday, 4 November 2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10 AM – 1 PM | Opening of the Intersessional Consultations  
A balancing act: human rights considerations in the drafting of the chapters on general provisions, criminalization and procedural measures and law enforcement of the draft convention on countering the use of information and communications technologies for criminal purposes  
- Panel discussion  
- General discussion | The power of words: a discussion on terminology and other aspects of the chapter on general provisions  
- Panel discussion  
- Discussion of terminology and other aspects of the chapter on general provisions |
| 3 PM – 6 PM | Renewed opportunities: the draft convention on countering the use of information and communications technologies for criminal purposes to further strengthen the protection of children  
- Panel discussion  
- Discussion on the protection of children and other issues such as the scope of illegal financial acts in the context of the chapter on criminalization | A concerted effort: the role of the private sector in the fight against the use of information and communications technologies for criminal purposes in the context of the drafting of the chapters on criminalization and procedural measures and law enforcement  
- Panel discussion  
- Discussion of the role of the private sector and other aspects of the chapter on procedural measures and law enforcement |

Closure of the Intersessional Consultations

***